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Suppose ach node (and each edge) of a network is independently
faulty with probability at most p (and q, respectively), where 0<p,
q<1 are arbitrary constants independent of the size of the network. For
each fixed integer d2, we construct a network with O(N) nodes and
with degree O(log log N) such that, after removing all the faulty nodes
and edges, it still contains the N-node d-dimensional N1d_ } } } _N1d
torus, and hence the mesh of the same size, with probability
1&N&0(log log N). This is derived as a consequence of a simple con-
stant-degree construction which tolerates random faults, where the
failure probability of each node is O(log&3d N). We also give a simple
constant-degree construction with O(N) nodes that tolerates
O(N(1 &2
& d )d) worst case faults. ] 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
In designing a network of processors to constitute a
massively parallel computer, suppose we know that some
number of nodes (processors) and edges (communication
links) are bound to be faulty (defective). Such a supposition
is reasonable when the network is huge. One approach to
coping with this problem is to show that conventional
networks, such as the mesh and the hypercube, are fault-
tolerant in the sense that the part of the network consisting
of nonfaulty nodes and edges can still perform computation
efficiently. This is often done by showing, under a suitable
model of fault distribution, that the nonfaulty part of the
network is capable of efficient routing [Rag89, LM92] or of
efficient embedding andor simulating the entire graph
[HLN89, AL91, KKL+90, Tam92a, Tam92b, LMS92,
CMS93]. Another approach, which we adopt in this paper,
is to add redundant nodes andor edges to the network, so
that the resulting network contains many copies of the
original network as subgraphs, and hope that at least one of
them will survive. Bruck, Cypher, and Ho [BCH93a,
BCH94a, BCH94b, BCH93b], as well as other authors
[DH90, AAB+92], have extensively studied this problem
on many important interconnection structures including the
mesh, the hypercube, and the de Bruijn graph. Restricting
their attention to node faults, their main concern is to mini-
mize the number of extra nodes, ideally down to the exact
number of faults we want to tolerate. This is a stringent
requirement and their results either need large amount of
edge redundancy or can allow relatively small number of
faults. In contrast, our goal is to tolerate a linear number
of faults with linear amount of node redundancy. In other
words, if N is the number of nodes in the network we want
to use and M is the number of nodes in the network we
actually construct, we want to tolerate cM node faults for
some constant c, while keeping M to be O(N). If we want
our design to scale, these seem to be the most natural
assumptions and requirement.
Under a random-fault model, where each node fails inde-
pendently of other nodes, Fraigniaud, Kenyon, and Pelc
[FKP93] show that the above gaol of tolerating a linear
number of faults with a linear amount to node redundancy
(with high probability) can be achieved for any constant-
dimensional mesh (and torus) by a network that has degree
O(log N ).1 Our main result is a construction that achieves
the same goal with degree O(log log N ).
Theorem 1. Fix an integer d2 and reals 0<p, q<1
and c>1(1&p) arbitrarily. Then, we can construct a multi-
graph Adn for each n, such that
1. Adn has at most cn
d nodes,
2. the degree of Adn is O(log log n), and
3. if each node and edge of Adn fail independently of other
nodes and edges with probability at most p and q respectively,
then Adn still contains, as a subgraph, a fault-free d-dimen-
sional n_ } } } _n torus, and hence a fault-free d-dimensional
mesh of the same size, with probability 1&n&0(log log n).
Note that we have stated the theorem with explicit
reference to edge failures. This is because incorporating edge
failures is not a trivial extension in general, when the degree
of the construction is not bounded by a constant; the naive
simulation of an edge gault by a node fault would make the
effective node-failure probability unbounded.
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Note also that the allowed range of constant c above is
best possible, because if c=1(1&p) then the expected
number of nonfaulty nodes in Adn would be exactly n
d and
there is a significant chance that the number is less than nd.
The above theorem follows from the following theorem,
which assumes a smaller node failure probability, namely
log&3d n, and gives a construction with a constant degree.
Theorem 2. Fix d2 and =>0. Then, we can construct
a graph Bdn for each n such that
1. Bdn has at most (1+=)n
d nodes,
2. the degree of Bdn is 6d&2, and
3. if each node of Bdn fails independently of other nodes
with probability at most log&3d n, then Bdn still contains a
fault-free d-dimensional n_ } } } _n torus of side n, with prob-
ability 1&n&0(log log n).
This construction is of interest in its own right, because it
tolerates 3(N log&3d N ) random faults which is larger than
the best previously known constant-degree construction
[BCH93b] that tolerates 3(N13) random faults (in the
two-dimensional case), although this previous result
requires smaller node redundancy.
We also consider worst-case faults. Given any constant
c<1, Alon and Chung [AC88] construct a constant-degree
graph with O(n) nodes such that after removing c-fraction
of its nodes and edges in any manner we still have a path of
length n. In other words, we have a fault-tolerant construc-
tion of the one-dimensional mesh that tolerates a linear
number of worst-case faults with a linear amount of node
and edge redundancy. Friedman and Pippenger [FP87]
generalize this result to any constant-degree tree. The result
of Alon and Chung can be straightforwardly generalized to
obtain an O(nd )-node, constant-degree construction for the
d-dimensional n_ } } } _n mesh which tolerates O(n) worst
case faults (see Section 5). However, the construction of
Alon and Chung uses an expander, which may be con-
sidered disadvantageous in actual implementations. We
give a simpler construction which is almost as good as this
expander-based construction for large d that also works for
the torus.
Theorem 3. Fix d1. For each n and k, we can con-
struct a graph Ddn, k with at most (n+k
2 d(2 d&1))d nodes and
with degree 4d, such that when any set of k nodes and edges
of Ddn, k are faulty, D
d
n, k still contains a d-dimensional
n_ } } } _n torus consisting of nonfaulty nodes and edges.
Note that Ddn, k has O(n
d ) nodes for k=O(n1&2 &d ). In
other words, our construction tolerates O(n1&2 &d ) faults
with a linear amount of node and edge redundancy. For
d=2, for example, O(n34) faults are tolerated with a degree
8, O(n2)-node construction. Bruck, Cypher, and Ho
[BCH93b] give a degree 13, (n2+O(k3)) node construc-
tion for the n_n mesh that tolerates any set of k faults. Note
that their construction is superior to ours for small k, while
our construction tolerates a larger number of faults when a
linear amount of node redundancy is allowed; their con-
struction tolerates only O(n23) faults in this case.
In actual implementations, the degree is not the only
attribute of a construction that must be considered in
evaluating its merit. If the current VLSI or similar technol-
ogy is used, for example, the layout area is of particular
importance. Deciding the amount of area redundancy
needed to tolerate a linear number of faults is an interesting
research issue, although it is beyond the scope of this
paper.
2. DEFINITIONS
Let [n] denote the set of integers between 1 and n
inclusive. Let +n and &n denote the cyclic addition and sub-
traction in [n], i.e., i+n j=k, where k # [n] and k#i+j
(mod n); i&n j is defined similarly.
Let Cn denote the cycle on n nodes: the node set of Cn is
[n] and each node i is adjacent to i\n 1. Let Ln denote the
path on n nodes, obtained from Cn by removing the edge
between 1 and n. The direct product of d graphs Gi on node
set Vi , i # [d], denoted by G1_ } } } _Gd , is a graph on
node set V1_ } } } _Vd such that two nodes (u1 , ..., ud )
and (v1 , ..., vd ) are adjacent if and only if there is some
i # [d] such that ui and vi are adjacent in Gi and uj=vj
for every j{i in [d]. For d positive integers n1 , ..., nd , we
call the direct product Cn 1_ } } } _Cn d the d-dimensional
n1_ } } } _nd torus and the direct product Ln1_ } } } _Lnd the
d-dimensional n1_ } } } _nd mesh. Naturally, (Cn)d denotes
the d-dimensional n_ } } } _n torus.
Let T be the n1_ } } } _nd torus and let ij , sj # [nj ], for
j # [d]. Then the subgraph of T induced by the node sets
[(i $1 , ..., i $d ) | iji $j<ij+sj , \ j # [d]] is isomorphic to the
s1_ } } } _sd mesh. We call this subgraph an s1_ } } } _sd
submesh of T.
For d2, we will usually view the d-dimensional torus
T=Cn 1_ } } } _Cnd as the direct product Cn 1_T$, where
T$=Cn2_ } } } _Cnd is a (d&1)-dimensional torus. For
each node i of Cn 1 , the set of nodes [i]_[n2]_ } } } _[nd ]
induces a subgraph of T isomorphic to T$, which we call the
i th row of T. Similarly for each node z of T$, column z is a
subgraph of T induced by the node set [n1]_[z], which is
isomorphic to Cn 1 . We say columns z and z$ are adjacent if
nodes z and z$ are adjacent in T$. Note that for d=2, this
notion of rows of columns coincides with the standard one.
Rows and columns of the mesh are defined similarly.
Throughout this paper, when a real value appears in a
context that expects an integer, an implicit round-off
or round-up is assumed. The ambiguity that may arise
from this convention is not essential and can be resolved
easily.
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3. NODE FAILURE PROBABILITY log&3d n
In this section, we prove Theorem 2. Namely, given =>0,
we give a construction for the d-dimensional torus (Cn)d
that has degree 6d&2, has (1+=) nd nodes, and tolerates
node failure probability log&3d n. We assume that edges do
not fail. Extension to the case where each edge also fails with
probability log&3d n is rather trivial, because we can con-
sider an edge fault to be the fault of one of the incident nodes
and have the resulting node failure probability still
O(log&3d n).
We prove the result for general d, but it would be helpful
to always keep in mind the special case d=2.
Fix 0<=< 12. Let b& log n and m& (1+=)n be integers,
such that b2 divides both n and m. The graph Bdn
we construct is obtained from the d-dimensional torus
Cm_(Cn)d&1 by adding some more edges called vertical
jumps and diagonal jumps. Vertical jumps connect each node
(i, z) in each column z # [n]d&1 to nodes (i\m (b+1), z) in
the same column. Diagonal jumps connect each node (i, z)
in each column z to nodes (i\m b, z$) for each column z$
adjacent to column z. We call the edges of Bdn inherited from
the torus Cm_(Cn)d&1 the torus edges.
To prove that the faulty version of Bdn contains a fault-free
n_n torus with high probability, we give a sufficient condi-
tion for a faulty Bdn to contain such a fault-free torus and we
show that it is satisfied with high probability.
Partition the nodes of Bdn by slicing the torus with width
b2 in each dimension, resulting in b2_ } } } _b2 submeshes,
which we call tiles. We call a submesh of Bdn tiled, if every tile
intersecting with the submesh is entirely contained in it. We
say that a tile in a tiled submesh is in the boundary of the
submesh, if it is adjacent to a tile not in the submesh. Let
s3 be an integer. An s-frame is defined to be the set of
nodes that belong to the tiles in the boundary of a
sb2_ } } } _sb2 tiled submesh. Note that an s-frame contains
at most 2dsd&1 tiles, with sd&1 coming from each face of the
corresponding submesh (we ignore multiple counting of
some tiles here), and, hence, at most 2dsd&1b2d vertices. We
say that a node is enclosed by an s-frame, if it belongs to the
tiled submesh whose boundary is the s-frame but not to the
s-frame itself. Finally, a brick is a b2_b3_ } } } _b3 tiled sub-
mesh, where the number of nodes in each dimension except
for the first is b3.
Definition. Consider an augmented torus Bdn with
faulty nodes. We call it healthy if it satisfies all of the
following conditions.
1. Each brick contains a set of 2b consecutive rows that
are free of faults.
2. Each brick contains at most =b faults, where = is the
constant in the definition of Bdn .
3. Every node is enclosed by a fault-free s-frame where
sb.
The following lemma asserts that a faulty version of Bdn is
very likely to be healthy, in our random fault model of this
section.
Lemma 4. Suppose each node of Bdn fails independently
with probability at most b&3d. Then with probability
1&n&0(log log n), the resulting faulty version of Bdn is healthy.
Proof. We show that the probability of each event that
ruins healthiness is at most n&0(log log n). Because there are
only polynomially many such events, the overall probability
that the faulty version is not healthy will still be n&0(log log n).
1. Fix a brick. Partition it into b2 subregions each con-
sisting of 2b consecutive rows. Each subregion contains
2b } b3(d&1)=2b3d&2 nodes. The probability that a fixed sub-
region contains a fault is at most 2b3d&2 } b&3d=2b&2.
Therefore, the probability that there is no set of fault-free
consecutive 2b rows is at most (2b&2)b2=(log n)&0(log n)=
n&0(log log n).
2. Fix a brick. Denoting the number of its vertices by
K=b3d&1, the probability that it contains more than =b
faults is at most
:
k
i==b \
K
i + b&3di(1&b&3d )K&i :
K
i==b \
Ke
i +
i
b&3di
 :
K
i==b \
e
=b2+
i
O(b&2b)
n&0(log log n).
3. Fix a node. There are at least b2&1 disjoint s-frames
with sb that enclose the node. Each of these frames con-
tains at most 2db3d&1 nodes. Therefore, the probability that
none of these frames is fault-free is again at most
n&0(log log n). K
Thus the proof of Theorem 2 reduces to the following
lemma, which we prove in the remainder of this section.
Lemma 5. If a faulty version of Bdn is healthy, then it
contains a subgraph, consisting of nonfaulty nodes, that is
isomorphic to (Cn)d.
Suppose we are given a faulty version of Bdn that is
healthy. To specify the set of nodes which constitute the
required subgraph, we place on Bdn a set of bands to mask
out nodes that are not to be included in the subgraph. For-
mally, a band ; is a mapping from (Cn)d&1 to [m], such
that, for each pair of adjacent columns z and z$, either
;(z)=;(z$) or ;(z)=;(z$)\m 1. We say that band ; masks
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a node (i, z) if i=;(z)+m j for some 0 j <b. Concep-
tually, a band masks a region that intersects with each
column with b consecutive nodes and may gradually wind
as we move from column to column. See Fig. 1 for the two-
dimensional case.
We say that two bands ;1 and ;2 are untouching if ;1(z)=
;2(z)\m j implies j b+1 for every column z. In other
words, if there is at least one unmasked node between the
two bands on each column.
Lemma 6. Let B be a set of (m&n)b mutually untouch-
ing bands on Bdn . Then the set of nodes not masked by any
band of B, together with some edges of Bdn , forms a graph
isomorphic to (Cn)d.
Proof. First observe that, in each column, the set of
unmasked nodes induces a cycle of n nodes (with the torus
and vertical jump edges of Bdn ). These cycles will correspond
to the columns of (Cn)d.
It remains to show how we obtain rows. We first illustrate
the idea by considering the special case d=2. See Fig. 2. To
form a row of the desired torus, we start from any unmasked
node and traverse horizontally to the right until we hit a
band, where we use a diagonal jump to shift to the row b
places up or down so that we jump over the band we have
just hit. We repeat this until we wrap around to the initial
column. This brings us to the vertex we started with (a fact
that needs to be proved), forming a cycle corresponding to
a row of the desired torus.
To generalize and formalize the above idea for general d,
we will define a one-to-one mapping  that maps each node
of (Cn)d to an unmasked node of Bdn . The mapping is such
that each column z of (Cn)d is mapped into column z of Bdn .
Pick an arbitrary column z0 of Bdn and let (h1 , z0), ..., (hn , z0)
be the n unmasked nodes in column z0 forming a cycle in
this order. We assume that the orientation of the cycle is
such that h2=h1+n 1 or h2=h1+n (b+1). For each i # [n]
and each (oriented) path ? of (Cn)d&1 that starts with z0 , we
FIG. 1. Bands on B2n
FIG. 2. Obtaining a row from the unmasked part of B28
define a corresponding (oriented) path Pi, ? of Bdn induc-
tively as follows:
1. If ?=(z0), a single-node path, then Pi, ? consists of
one node (hi , z0).
2. Let ? be ?$ followed by z. Let ( j, z$) be the last node
of the path Pi, ?$ . If node ( j, z) is unmasked then Pi, ? is Pi, ?$
followed by node ( j, z). Otherwise there are two cases:
(a) The band that masks ( j, z) masks node
( j+m 1, z$). Then, Pi, ? is Pi, ?$ followed by ( j+m b, z). We
say that the path makes an upward jump in this case.
(b) The band that masks ( j, z) masks node
( j&m 1, z$). Then, Pi, ? is Pi, ?$ followed by ( j&m b, z). We
say that the path makes a downward jump in this case.
Due to the definition of a band and the assumption that
our bands are untouching, Pi, ? is well-defined and consists
of unmasked nodes. Our intention is to use this path to
define the mapping : we want to map node (i, z) of (Cn)d
to the last node of Pi, ? , where ? is a path starting with z0 and
ending with z. This would make sense only if the last node of
Pi, ? does not depend on the choice of ? as long as it starts
with z0 and ends with z. The following is the key lemma.
Lemma 7. Let ?0 be an arbitrary path from z0 to z0 in
(Cn)d&1. Then, the last node of Pi, ? 0 is (hi , z0), i.e., identical
to its first node.
Proof. Let k be the number of upward jumps that Pi, ? 0
makes and k$ be the number of downward jumps it makes.
We will show k=k$, which implies our lemma.
To facilitate the proof by circumventing the need to deal
with the wrap-around, we consider an expansion of Bdn into
the infinite d-dimensional grid in the following way. Let + be
a mapping from Zd, where Z is the set of integers, to
[m]_[n]d&1 defined by
+(i1 , ..., id )=(i $1 , ..., i $d ),
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where i $1#i1 (mod m) and i $j#ij (mod n) for 2 j d. Let
Md denote the graph on Zd such that u, v # Zd are adjacent
in Md if and only if +(u) and +(v) are adjacent in Bdn . Extend
each band ; # B to ;$: Zd&1  Z in such a way that
1. ;$(z0)=;(z0),
2. for each ‘‘column’’ z # Zd&1, ;$(z)#;(+$(z))
(mod m), where +$ is defined similarly to +:
+$(i2 , ..., id )=(i $2 , ..., i $d ),
where i $j#ij (mod n) for 2 j d, and
3. for each pair of ‘‘adjacent columns’’ z and z$ (i.e., z
and z$ differ in exactly one coordinate and the difference of
the coordinate values is exactly 1), |;$(z)&;$(z$)|1.
Lemma 8. Let ;$ be an extended band as defined above.
If z, z$ # Zd&1 are component-wise congruent modulo n, then
;$(z)=;$(z$).
Proof. Suppose otherwise. Then there must be two
points z, z$ # Zd&1 such that (1) ;$(z)&;$(z$) is a nonzero
multiple of m and (2) z and z$ differ in exactly one coor-
dinate where the difference is n. But since m>n, this con-
tradicts the third condition in the definition of ;$. K
Note that the extended band ;$ partitions Zd into three
parts: above the band, where each node (i, z) satisfies
i;$(z)+b; below the band, where i<;$(z); and the
masked part, where ;$(z)i<;$(z)+b.
For an integer K and an extended band ;$, let ;$+K
denote the translate of ;$ defined by ( ;$+K )(z)=;$(z)+K
for each z # Zd&1. Let B$ be the set of extended bands
defined as [;$+lm | ; # B, l # Z].
The path Pi, ? in Bdn , for each path ? of (Cn)
d&1 starting
with z0 , has a natural counterpart P$i, ? in Md :
1. If ?=(z0), a single node path, then P$i, ? consists of
one node (hi , z0).
2. Let ? be ?$ followed by z. Let ( j, z$) be the last node
of the path P$i, ?$ . Let z" be the point of Zd&1 component-
wise congruent to z modulo n and moreover adjacent to z$.
If node ( j, z") is not masked by any extended band of B$
then P$i, ? is P$i, ?$ followed by node ( j, z"). Otherwise there
are two cases.
(a) The extended band that masks ( j, z") masks node
( j+1, z$). Then, P$i, ? is P$i, ?$ followed by ( j+b, z"). We say
that the path makes an upward jump in this case.
(b) The extended band that masks ( j, z") contains
node ( j&1, z$). Then, P$i, ? is P$i, ?$ followed by ( j&b, z").
We say that the path makes a downward jump in this case.
Paths Pi, ? and P$i, ? are ‘‘isomorphic’’ in the sense that
whenever one jumps upward (downward) over a band so
does the other. Therefore, P$i, ? jumps upward k times and
downward k$ times by the assumption. Let ( j, z$0) be the last
point of P$i, ? . Then, because the net upward move along the
path is (k&k$)b, we have j=hi+(k&k$)b. Recall that our
goal is to show k=k$ and assume kk$ without loss of
generality. Then, there are exactly k&k$ extended bands
such that the first point (hi , z0) of the path is below them
and the last point ( j, z$0) is above them. By Lemma 8, the
second fact implies that the point ( j, z0) is also above these
k&k$ extended bands. Since the given collection B of
bands are mutually untouching, it follows that j&hi must
be at least (k&k$)(b+1). Therefore, we have inequality
(k&k$)(b+1)(k&k$)b, which implies k=k$ and con-
cludes the proof of Lemma 7. K
Returning to the proof of Lemma 6, let ? and \ be the two
paths both of which start with z0 and end with z. We claim
that the last node of path Pi, ? and that of path Pi, \ are iden-
tical, for each i # [n]. Let ?$ be the path consisting of the
path ? followed by the reversal of \. Then Pi, ?$ is clearly Pi, ?
followed by the reversal of Pi $, \ for some i$ # [n]. But, by
Lemma 7 above, the last node of Pi, ?$ is (hi , z0). Therefore,
i=i$ and hence the last node of Pi, ? and that of Pi, \ are
identical as claimed.
We can now define our mapping : for each node (i, z) of
(Cn)d, we set (i, z) to be the last node of Pi, ? where ? is an
arbitrary path from z0 to z in (Cn)d&1. It is straightforward
to verify that  is an isomorphism from (Cn)d to a subgraph
of Bdn consisting of unmasked nodes. This completes the
proof of Lemma 6. K
The proof of Lemma 5 now reduces to showing that,
given a healthy Bdn , we can place (m&n)b mutually
untouching bands masking all faulty nodes. Our strategy of
placement is to first localize faults using property 3 of
healthiness, place band segments separately in each local
area, and then interpolate among those segments using the
fault-free zones separating those local faulty areas.
We implement the above idea as follows. We start by
painting up the tiles according to the following procedure.
Initially, all tiles are unpainted.
1. Pick an arbitrary faulty node in an unpainted tile. If
there are none, goto 3.
2. Find a fault-free s-frame with sb that encloses the
chosen faulty node. If there is no such frame then the proce-
dure fails. Otherwise, paint the frame white, and the interior
of the frame black, overriding the previous colors if any. Go
to 1.
3. If any tiles remain unpainted, paint all of them white.
The third condition of healthiness guarantees that the
procedure never fails if the given faulty Bdn is healthy.
Suppose that the procedure does succeed. Say two tiles are
adjacent if there is a torus edge connecting them. Define a
black region to be the set of nodes belonging to the black
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tiles forming a connected component with respect to this
adjacency. Then, Step 2 of the procedure ensures that each
black region is contained in some b3_ } } } _ } } } _b3 tiled
submesh.
Based on this painting, we now construct the bands in the
following manner. A band segment is a partial function
;: [n]d&1  [m]. It is called straight if it is constant over
the domain on which it is defined.
(1) We first deal with each black region separately.
Consider a fixed black region. Call a set of consecutive rows
of the black region a block if it does not contain a set of 2b
fault-free consecutive rows and it is maximal with respect to
this property. We deal with each block separately; two con-
secutive blocks would not interfere because they have at
least 2b fault-free rows in between. Because the black region
fits in a b3_ } } } _b3 tiled cube, condition 1 of healthiness
implies that the height of each block is at most 2b2. More-
over, condition 2 implies that each block has at most 2=bb
faults. Fix a block and cyclically number the rows of the
block with indices in [b+1] Then by the pigeon hole prin-
ciple, there is some index i such that all rows indexed i are
fault-free. Place straight band segments so that all faults are
masked and moreover rows indexed i are not masked. This
latter condition ensures that these band segments are
mutually untouching. Having done this to all blocks, add
extra straight band segments arbitrarily (but so that the
resulting set is still untouching) so that each tile has exactly
=b band segments. Here, we consider a band segment to
belong to a tile if the bottom row of the band segment
belongs to the tile. Note that due to condition 2 of healthi-
ness, we never need more than =b band segments per a row
of tiles.
(2) It remains to connect up the band segments placed
as above into complete bands using the white tiles. Note
that a white tile never contains a faulty node. To perform
the interpolation through the white tiles, we use multilinear
polynomials. Let f (x1 , ..., xl )=S[l ] bs >i # S xi be a mul-
tilinear polynomial in l variables with real coefficients. For
each S[l], let vs represent a tuple (=1 , ..., =l ), where =i is 1
if i # S and 0 otherwise. In other words, each vS is a corner
point of the unit hypercube [0, 1] l. The following facts are
easy to prove.
Lemma 9. Suppose a real number aS is given for each
S/[l]. Then there exists a multilinear polynomial f such
that f (vS )=aS for every S[l].
Lemma 10. Let f and g be multilinear polynomials such
that f (vS )g(vS ) for every S[l]. Then, for each point x
inside the unit hypercube [0, 1] l, we have f (x)g(x).
Lemma 11. Let f be a multilinear polynomial such that
0f (vS )1 for every S[l]. Then, for every i # [l], the
absolute value of  fxi at any point in the unit hypercube
[0, 1]l does not exceed 1.
We are now ready for the interpolation. Consider a fixed
row of tiles R, i.e., R is the set of all tiles of Bdn which lie
between, say, the first and the (b2) th row of Bdn inclusive.
Each black tile in R has been given exactly =b band segments
each of which are straight. We number these segments with
1, ..., =b, counting from the bottom of the tile. For each
j # [=b], the band segments numbered j, from all black tiles
of R, will be interpolated into a complete band, which we
call ;j .
Fix j . The mapping ;j : [n]d  [m] is already defined on
the columns that belong to the black tiles of R. For the pur-
pose of interpolation, we first consider ;j to take real values
in the closed interval [1, b2]. Moreover, we imagine that
each tile is embedded in a d-dimensional Euclidean hyper-
cube, whose edges have length b2, in a natural way so that
each torus edge within a tile has length 1 and each torus
edge leading out from the tile is bisected by a boundary
hyperplane of the hypercube. Thus, locally in each tile, we
view ;j as a mapping from the (d&1)-dimensional hyper-
cube [0, b2]d&1 to the interval [1, b2]. Observe first that
two hypercubes corresponding to black tiles share a point
only when these two black tiles belong to the same black
region, owing again to Step 2 of the painting procedure.
Therefore, the values of ;j given on black tiles constitute a
nonconflicting set of boundary conditions. Our goal is to
interpolate these boundary conditions so that ;j is multi-
linear within each tile. We do this tile by tile. At each step,
we pick a white tile on which ;j is still undefined. Each
neighboring tile on which ;j is already defined imposes a
boundary condition on this tile. Because such a boundary
condition is multilinear, it is completely specified by the
values of ;j on the corner points of the hypercube in which
the tile is embedded. By Lemma 9, we can find a multilinear
polynomial meeting these boundary conditions. When the
values of some corner points are unspecified by the bound-
ary conditions from neighboring tiles, there is some amount
of freedom in the choice of a multilinear polynomial. The
only condition we need to observe in such a choice is that,
if j=1; i.e., when we are dealing with the bottom-most band
of the row of tiles, the value of ;1 at each corner point not
given by a boundary condition is to be at least bthis is
needed to prevent this band from touching or intersecting
the topmost band of the row of tiles immediately below.
Repeat this until ;j is defined on all tiles. After ;j is totally
defined as real valued function, we round the value ;j (z) for
each column z to the nearest integer. By Lemma 11, ;j is
indeed a band satisfying the slope condition.
Do the above interpolation for every row of tiles R and
every j # [=b]. We need to show that two consecutive bands
are untouching. Let ; and ;$ be two bands such that ;$ is
immediately above ;. When ; and ;$ belongs to the same
row of tiles, they do not touch in black tiles, i.e.,
;$(z)>;(z)+b for each column z, because of the way we
place band segments. Applying Lemma 10 to functions ;$
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and ;+b+1, we see that they remain untouching after
interpolation. The case ; and ;$ belong to consecutive rows
of tiles is similar. This completes the proof of Lemma 5 and,
hence, Theorem 2.
4. MAIN RESULT: CONSTANT PROBABILITY
RANDOM FAULTS
The goal of this section is to prove Theorem 1. In the
following proof, we assume that d=2. A proof for the
general constant d can be obtained by simply changing
some constants in the proof.
Suppose 0<p, q<1 and c>1(1&p) are given. We
construct a graph A2n that has the properties stated in
Theorem 1. We assume without loss of generality that
q<(1&p&1c)264; the construction for larger q may be
obtained by replacing each edge by some constant number
of parallel edges.
Let 0<=< 12 be a constant such that
(1&p)>(1+=)c+8 - q. (1)
Such an = exists because 1&p&8 - q>1c from the condi-
tion on q. Let B2n denote the graph as given by Theorem 2
for this value of =. We construct A2n as follows. Let : be a
constant to be determined later and let k=- : log log n.
Take B2nk and replace each node with a clique of h=
ck2(1+=) nodes, which we call a supernode of A2n . Note
that the total number of nodes of A2n is h(1+=)(nk)
2=cn2.
We say two supernodes of A2n are adjacent if they
correspond to adjacent nodes of B2nk . Between each pair of
adjacent supernodes, we put all possible edges so that the
two cliques combine into a single clique.
Having constructed A2n , we now show that it is likely to
contain a fault-free n_n torus after random faults. To get a
quick intuition before proceeding to the full proof below,
the reader might want to first consider the special case q=0,
the proof of which is an easy exercise on the Chernoff
bound: because 1&p>(1+=)c=k2h and p is a constant,
each supernode will have at least k2 nonfaulty nodes with
probability 1&2&0(k
2), which is at least 1&log&6 n if we
choose : sufficiently large. These k2 nodes induce a clique
that certainly contains a k_k mesh. The property of B2nk
allows us to combine these local meshes into a fault-free
n_n mesh, with high probability.
To handle edge faults with ease, we adopt the following
view of our probability distribution of the random faults.
We regard each edge (u, v) of A2n to consist of two half-
edges, one incident to u and the other incident to v. Each
half-edge is faulty independently of any other half-edges
with probability - q. We consider an edge fault if both of its
half-edges are faulty. Note that this effectively makes each
edge fail independently with probability q. We call a node v
of A2n good if
1. v is non-faulty, and
2. for each supernode U such that U or one of its adja-
cent supernodes contains v, at most (2 - q)h half-edges inci-
dent to v that lead towards the nodes in U are faulty.
We call a supernode good if at least k2+(8 - q)h of its
nodes are good. Note that the event of a supernode being
good is independent of other supernodes, owing to our half-
edge trick. By the Chernoff bound, the probability that a
given node violates condition 2 above is exponentially small
in h=3(log log n). Therefore for sufficiently large n, the
probability that a given node is not good is at most p$ where
p$>p is a constant that still satisfies inequality (1) when
replacing p. Because 1&p$>k2h+(8 - q), again by the
Chernoff bound, the probability that a given supernode is
not good is at most 2&#h=log&#$: n, where # and #$ are
some positive constants. We choose :=6#$ so that this
probability is at most log&6 n.
Now each supernode of A2n is good with probability at
least 1&log&6 n. By the property of B2n asserted in Theorem
2, with probability 1&(nk)&0(log log(nk))=1&n&0(log log n),
there is a set U of (nk)2 good supernodes of A2n that forms
an nk_nk torus with respect to the adjacency of super-
nodes. Suppose such a U indeed exists, and let it consist of
supernodes UI, J , I, J # [nk], with UI, J corresponding to
the node (I, J ) of the nk_nk torus. To show that the sub-
graph of A2n induced by the nodes of the supernodes in U
contains a fault-free n_n torus as a subgraph, we define a
mapping f that maps a node of the n_n torus to a non-
faulty node of some UI, J , I, J # [nk], such that if u and v
are adjacent in the n_n torus then there is a nonfaulty edge
of A2n between f (u) and f (v). To do this, first divide the n_n
torus into submeshes MI, J , I, J # [nk], of size k_k each,
so that these submeshes form an nk_nk torus, with each
submesh MI, J regarded as node (I, J ) of this torus. We
define the mapping f incrementally, setting the value of f (v)
for each v one by one following the rules:
1. For each v # MI, J , f (v) must be in UI, J .
2. Suppose node u is adjacent to v in the n_n torus and
f (u) is already defined. Then f (v) must be chosen so that
there is a nonfaulty edge of A2n between f (u) and f (v).
We claim such a choice is always possible no matter how
the previous choices are made following the rules. Suppose
we are about to define f (v), where v is in MI, J . Let u1 } } } ui ,
where 0i4, be the nodes adjacent to v for which f is
already defined. By rule 1 above, f (uj ) is a good node either
in UI, J or in a supernode adjacent to UI, J . By condition 2
of the definition of a node being good, each f (uj ) has at most
(2 - q)h faulty edges between itself and UI, J . Recall here
that an edge is faulty only if both of its half-edges are faulty.
Of the k2+(8 - q)h good nodes of UI, J that must exist due
to the definition of a supernode being good, at most
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(8 - q)h can be the endpoints of these faulty edges coming
from f (u1), ..., f (ui ) and at most k2&1 may have been
already chosen as images of f in the previous steps. There-
fore, there is at least one unchosen good node v$ in UI, J
such that every edge (v$, f (uj )), 1 j i, is nonfaulty. Set
f (v)=v$.
It is clear that the mapping f thus obtained is an
isomorphism between the n_n torus and a subgraph of A2n
which consists of nonfaulty nodes and edges. This completes
the proof of Theorem 1.
5. WORST CASE FAULTS
The following theorem is due to Alon and Chung
[AC88].
Theorem 12. Let 0<c<1 be a fixed constant. Then for
each positive integer n, we can construct a constant-degree
graph Fn with O(n) nodes such that when an arbitrary set of
cm nodes and cm$ edges are faulty, where m and m$ are the
number of nodes and edges in Fn respectively, Fn still contains
a path Ln consisting of nonfaulty nodes and edges.
A straightforward consequence of this theorem is a con-
struction for the d-dimensional n_ } } } _n mesh that
tolerates O(n) worst case faults. Namely, take the direct
product of Fn and the (d&1)-dimensional mesh (Ln)d&1.
Call each copy of the (d&1)-dimensional mesh a supernode
and consider a supernode faulty if it includes at least one
fault node. Our graph can tolerate O(n) supernode faults
due to the above theorem and hence O(n) node faults.
The construction of Alon and Chung uses an expander,
which may be disadvantageous in actual implementation.
Our construction (Theorem 3) is simpler and works not
only for the mesh but also for the torus, although it tolerates
an asymptotically smaller number of faults (O(n1&2&d ))
with the same amount of redundancy.
We first prove the following specialization of Theorem 3
to the two-dimensional case; a rather straightforward exten-
sion to general d will be sketched later.
Theorem 13. For each n and k, there exists a graph D2n, k
with at most (n+k43)2 nodes and with degree 8, such that
when any set of k nodes and edges of D2n, k are faulty, D
2
n, k still
contains an n_n torus of nonfaulty nodes and edges.
Proof. Let b=k13. We define Dn, k to be an m_m torus,
where m=n+b4, augmented with ‘‘jump’’ edges that con-
nect a node (i, j ) with four nodes (i\m (b+1), j ) and
(i, j\m (b2+1)), for each i and j.
Without loss of generality, we assume that nodes but not
edges are faulty; if an edge is faulty, ascribe the fault to one
of its endpoints. To extract the n_n torus of nonfaulty
nodes, we again use a set of bands. The difference here is
that we use both horizontal and vertical bands, and the
bands are all straight, i.e., they exactly mask a set of con-
secutive rows or columns. The width of each horizontal
band is b and the width of each vertical band is b2. The
horizontal bands must not intersect or even touch each
other and the same for the vertical bands. We place b3
horizontal masks and b2 vertical masks, thus making out b4
rows and b4 columns. It is easy to see that the set of
unmasked nodes forms an n_n torus using the edges of
D2n, k . It remains to show that we can place bands masking
all faulty nodes. Fix a set of k=b3 faulty nodes. Number
rows cyclically using indices in [b+1]. Since there are only
b3 faults, there is at least one index i such that the total
number of faults in the rows indexed by i is at most b2. Mask
all faults in the rows not indexed by i with horizontal bands,
avoiding rows indexed i. Because we have b3=k horizontal
bands, this is possible, and the bands do not touch each
other because they avoid rows indexed by i. Now we deal
with the remaining at most b2 unmasked faults with vertical
bands. Again, cyclically number columns using indices in
[b2+1]. There is at least one index j such that no columns
of index j contains a fault. Since we have b2 vertical bands,
we can mask out all the remaining faults, avoiding columns
of index j. K
The proof of Theorem 3 for general d1 is a generaliza-
tion of the above proof. Let b=k1(2d&1). Along each i th
dimension, i # [d], we have ki=b2
d&2 i&1 bands of width
bi=b2
i&1
. Thus each dimension requires kibi=b2
d
extra
coordinate values; our graph is an (n+b2d )_ } } } _(n+b2d )
torus augmented with ‘‘jump edges,’’ with each jump edge in
dimension i jumping over bi nodes. By induction, the i th
dimension has to deal with at most ki faults and pass on at
most kibi=ki+1 faults to the next dimension. The last
dimension deals with kd=b2
d&1
=bd faults, so that the
pigeon hole argument works.
6. OPEN PROBLEMS
An obvious open question is whether or not there is a
constant-degree O(N )-node construction of the N-node
mesh andor torus that tolerates constant-probability node
failures. It would be really surprising if there is a constant-
degree O(N )-node construction that tolerates a linear
number of worst-case faults, although no proof to the con-
trary is known. As mentioned in the introduction, both of
these questions are settled positive for the one-dimensional
mesh by Alon and Chung [AC88].
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